Who Are the Relayers?
The Relayers are what we term as Starseeds/Lightworkers who either stayed by choice or got trapped in
earth's karmic cycles as the door shut on their being able to leave. Now, again, they are beginning to
leave the planet because the veil is being brought down, but for thousands of years, and this could be as
many as 30,000 years, they have been trapped here, reincarnating into repetitive scenarios of
victimhood, war, poverty, pestilence, sickness, plague, you name it. They stayed in order to keep
holding as much light as they could but eventually they lost their memories. This of course, was forced
upon them because the negative ETs who have controlled this planet have been using mind control
technology on earth for a long time, not just the last century.
I'm getting that some have had ET contact and some remembrance. Others haven't.
Sometimes they have abandonment issues. As the memories fade with constant pulsing of the Matrix
mind control system into their minds, they have abandonment issues they can't figure out where they
came from. It's not from birth. They were raised in happy families yet they still believe they were
abandoned by someone. It's because they don't remember that they chose to stay.
The problem with this system is that mind control tends to erode decisions we'd made in other lifetimes
into warped memory pieces that don't serve us. If we could remember that we'd decided to stay here
rather than having our memories warped into the disempowered version of reality by mind control
(because mind control seeks to disempower us) then we'd remember our mission most likely, but they
didn't. What in one lifetime was a brave decision to stay here becomes a memory of fearing the ones
that overwhelmed you – because that's where many vibrate at now – at fear. For those who vibrate
higher, chances are the correct memories may be coming back to you. Until you can experience those
vibrations again, you are fated to these nightmarish scenarios which are only half the story, really.
We've been coming across many of these starseeds who have spent lifetimes here as far back as
Atlantis. And that's because they couldn't leave or chose to stay. Most couldn't leave because of the
change in the earth grids.
As the story becomes more clear, they tend to be the ones who followed Jesus' teachings, Buddha, Ala,
etc. Because it resonated with them and whatever residual memories they had left. They are the ones
now who can piece back together earth's true history because they lived it. They are the ones who tried
to protect the esoteric teachings which became forbidden and were sought out to be destroyed,
particularly by the RC church. We all know where all the old scrolls of ancient knowledge are sitting –
or at least have been sitting – they were in the Vatican – they have now been released back into the
hands of the Alliance.

These people have a tough choice to make this lifetime as the negative grids come down: Do they stay
and continue to serve or go back home to be with their families and Twin Flames?
Ivo: Many of the new lightworkers, born to earth just in this current incarnation, were pushed to the
brink of suicide over and over and the reason is because to die at your own hand would have trapped
you into the reincarnation cycles of this planet and kept you trapped there. Fortunately, many of you
did not commit suicide. Those who had done so we were able to free and reverse their timelines so that
they would still be alive now. In other words, if you think you may have killed yourself, but you are
still alive, this could be why.
The grids are being removed so that no one is trapped here upon their deaths. Life resumes for the
earthling in the bardo state and periods of relaxation can be had again.
Many of the relayers have been on earth for thousands of years and now must remember the
information they are to give the collective and so you will see a spate of people who understand the
true history of the earth – the history that was never told to you. You now see a number of people who
insist that you were robbed of this truth and you must have it back, so it is becoming more imperative
to the collective.
Someone like Sharon, who is not from earth, would not be this person. Although she can see parts of
the true history, her primary focus lies elsewhere. Obviously you are all put into roles that you are best
suited for.
Those relayers on earth now, the old starseeds who lived alongside naturalized ETs called earthlings,
are here to provide the information they know of the past and to bring the truth back to this world – the
truth of its history. These relayers spent much of their time upon earth protecting old knowledge, hiding
it from dominating forces, following those such as Jesus who came to tell the truth, and fighting the
continued domination of earthlings by Annunaki regimes.
Some of these "relayers" could have lived as the witches in the time of the Inquisition, who held old
mystical and herbal knowledge, and for this they were burnt at the stake.
Me: My grandmother was one, then, she's a relayer because I relived her dying being burnt one time. I
think there were many starseeds in my bloodlines and they were resisters.
Also native chiefs and Indians who resisted the overtake of their lands. Many relayers in there as well.
Me: What about Africa, Ivo?

Ivo: As well, yes. All over the world. Wherever earthlings have fought domination, the relayers were
there.
Me: So we could say, If you're interested in the true history of earth (maybe archaeology and looking at
old cities that are still around, maybe you're interested in Atlantis or Lemuria), you're a resistor, you're
interested in herbalism, alchemy and esoterics. You'd fit the bill. That's not to say that everyone is, there
are some that are just interested in this because they lived it and they know intuitively that we need to
return to it.

